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From the New York Times Bestselling Author and Co-Star of Fox's American Grit comes a rare and

powerful book on the art of being a sniper. Way of the Reaper is a step-by-step accounting of how a

sniper works, through the lens of Irving's most significant kills - none of which have been told before.

Each mission is an in-depth look at a new element of eliminating the enemy, from intel to luck, recon

to weaponry. Told in a thrilling narrative, this is also a heart-pounding true story of some of The

Reaper's boldest missions including the longest shot of his military career on a human target of over

half a mile.In Iraq and Afghanistan, Nick Irving earned his nickname in blood, destroying the enemy

with his sniper rifle and in deadly firefights behind a .50 caliber machine gun. He engaged a Taliban

suicide bomber during a vicious firefight, used nearly silent sub-sonic ammo, and was the target of

snipers himself. Way of the Reaper attempts to place the reader in the heat of battle, experiencing

the same dangers, horrors and acts of courage Irving faced as an elite member of the 3rd Ranger

Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, while also examining the personal ramifications of taking another

life.Readers will experience the rush of the hunt and the dangers that all snipers must face, while

learning what it takes to become an elite manhunter. Like the Reaper himself, this explosive book

blazes new territory and takes no prisoners.
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This book put me right back in my boots next to my ranger brothers! The feel of nailing an evil man

to the dirt, the way you think while in the game, terrains and climate! Thank you for telling the story



of our fallen brothers and the deeds done by such great men! Duty, honor, country, brotherhood and

the art of war are all brought to light thru the eyes of an actual shooter and one of the most lethal

amongst a unit full of lethal men! You wanna know what Rangers do ? READ THIS

This is an excellent story of the Reaper, very interesting ,a must buy,audio or the book. RLTW!!

Very good at getting a person to understand better on what really happened in Afghanistan. Very

good read for the person that wants to try to understand.

This book was pretty good and shows the point of view of legendary direct-action sniper Nicholas

Irving of the 75th Ranger Regiment. He brings a interesting and gritty series of stories of his time in

this elite special operations unit. It has a few grammar errors but other than that, it's a solid book.

Just ordered it and if it's anything like his first major book, it'll be fantastic! Whenever I listen to Nick

on SOFREP Radio he seems to be such a down to earth guy. Much respect.

Another great group of stories that really give the reader insight on the life of a Ranger during war. It

was cool to see the origin of the Reaper. 5 stars

Another great book by NYT Bestselling Author Nicholas Irving. Action packed true stories about

America's heavy hitters. Don't miss this.

Riveting reading about complex issues from an eyewitness. Should be assigned reading in college

classes.
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